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Course Outcome 
 

 

Course Course Outcome 
Fine-tune your English Students will develop a firm foundation in grammar 
Pearls from the Deep Students will learn to appreciate different types of literary works 
A Course in  Methodology for Literature Develops an understanding of the methods used to study literary works     
Issues that matter Develops an awareness of social and political issues 
Savouring the classics Learns to appreciate the literary value of the classics 
Introducing Language and Literature  Acquires knowledge of the fundamentals  
Literature and Identity Gains an insight into identity politics 
Harmony of Pros Exposed to good examples of prose 
Symphony of Verse Evolution of  
Literary Movements: 

Develops the higher poetic sensibility  

The Cross Currents of Change 1 Develops a systematic historical understanding of literary movements  
Illuminations Gained deep insight into various topics. 
Modes of Fiction Learns about the developments in the area of fiction 
Language and Linguistics A systematic and scientific approach to language is acquired 
Acts on Stage Learns  drama as a dynamic medium for communication  
Literary  Criticism and Theory Learns about the advanced critical and theoretical approaches to literature 
Indian Writing in India Learns how English literature  developed as a unique form in the Indian context 
Environmental Science and Human 
Rights 

Helps raise an awareness of environmental issues  

Open Course Theatre Studies Exposes the students to the inner dynamics of some interesting pieces of theatre   
Postcolonial literature Women writing Helps to place oneself in a unique historical and political context Creates an awareness of the 

need for gender equality 
American Literature Helps to evolve a focus on the special features of American Literature  
Modern World literature Literature  Develops a comprehensive understanding of the literature of the world as a whole 
Open Course: Translation Studies Helps the student gain valuable insight into the unique features of works in translation  


